ESTATE PLANNING DOCUMENTS OFFERED BY ONE OF OUR AFFILIATES AT LEGACY:

We all have the right to protect ourselves, and our loved ones with Wills, Trusts and
other estate planning measures. Yet, every year, thousands of families suffer terrible
hardship and unnecessary expense because someone failed to take care of this
important matter.
Fortunately, as a resident of North Carolina, you can have your wishes expressed by an
experienced North Carolina attorney without the usual inconvenience or expense.
You can ensure that all the things you have worked so hard for go to the people you
choose, that unnecessary expenses and delays are avoided and that someone of your
choosing settles your affairs. If you have minor children, you can decide who is best
suited to raise them in your absence, rather than leave that decision to a judge who
doesn’t know your wishes. You can provide peace of mind for yourself and security for
your loved ones without the need to visit the attorney’s office and without the usual high
prices.
And it’s simple:
1. From the comfort of your home or office, our experienced and knowledgeable
representatives gather the information needed to create the documents that will address
your wishes and concerns.
2. A qualified North Carolina attorney prepares your documents to your personal
specifications from the information gathered by the representative.
3. Your documents are delivered to you with instructions for execution and storage. We
are here to provide additional guidance and assistance if you need it – we’re only a
phone call away. For thirty days from the time you receive your documents, you may
make any changes you want at no charge. You even have price protection for changes
that may occur in the future.
4. You can call us any time you need information, advice or guidance concerning estate
planning, from now on – at no charge.
Since 1984, Legacy has provided unsurpassed value, convenience and quality for
thousands of our neighbors throughout our state.
PO Box 3462
Sanford, NC
Visit us at www.appraiserdelacasa.com

Peace of Mind Made Simple
When setting out to create a Will and other estate planning documents, careful consideration should be
given to several items. Below, we have listed the most commonly utilized documents and the key
decisions that pertain to each. You should give careful thought to these items, and if married, discuss
them with your spouse.

PERSONAL WILL. This document allows you to decide who gets what you leave behind.
Without it, the State already has a distribution scheme for you, and not one you probably would
have chosen. Your Will also allows you to name the people you trust to act as your personal
representatives rather than leaving those decisions to a court. Probably the most important thing
a Will does for people with minor children is to allow for the naming of guardians. Your Will
gives broad powers and eliminates many expenses that would be incurred without it. You need to
make the following decisions in connection with your Will:



Beneficiary(ies). The person or persons who will receive what you leave behind. There is
no need to itemize; your will contains a Memorandum that allows you to list your personal
items.
Specific Bequests. You may leave property, money or a portion of your estate to your
Church, a charity, relative, etc.
Executor. The person who will be responsible for carrying out your wishes. Most married
people name the spouse. You should name an alternate as a backup.
Guardian. The person who would raise your minor children if both parents die. May be an
individual or a couple. An alternate may be chosen.
Trustee. The person who will manage the inheritance left to minors, incompetent or
handicapped beneficiaries. Most people name the same person(s) as they have chosen for
guardian(s). Again, an alternate may be chosen.
Ages to Distribute Trust. In the absence of an election, distribution will be made at age
18. You may choose any age above 18. You may have a portion distributed at one age and
the balance at another (example: 1/2 at age 25 and the balance at age 30).
DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY. This document allows you to name someone
(Attorney In Fact) to act on your behalf if you become incapacitated or are absent for an
extended period of time. By preparing a Power of Attorney while you are of sound mind, you
save yourself and your loved ones potential expense, time delays, difficulties and humiliation.
You should appoint your Attorney In Fact. Most married people appoint the spouse, but you
may choose anyone over the age of 18 that you trust.


HEALTHCARE POWER OF ATTORNEY. This document works much like the Durable
Power of Attorney but for a different purpose. You appoint someone (Healthcare Agent) to
make medical decisions for you if you are unable to do so. Most married people choose the
spouse for this role. You should name an alternate.


LIVING WILL. This document expresses your wish not to be kept alive by extraordinary
means if you are terminally and incurably ill. It takes the burden of making this difficult decision
away from loved ones and can save tremendous amounts of money in medical expense.


LIVING TRUST. This document allows you to gain benefits without the pitfalls of some
other forms of ownership. You have additional control over your affairs, especially if you
become incapacitated. Your trust estate avoids probate (at both deaths, if married) thus
eliminating the expenses, delays and publicity associated with probate. Depending upon the size
of your estate, your loved ones can save tens of thousands of dollars in estate taxes. Since you
control everything during your lifetime, you need to appoint an Alternate Trustee to step in
when you die or if you become incapacitated. Your Beneficiaries of the Trust may be the same
people you considered in your Will or anyone of your choosing. If you have a family member
with Special Needs, special provisions should be made to protect their interests and the benefits
they may be entitled to.


As you think about who would serve in the various roles, you might want to inform them of
your decisions to be sure they are willing to serve. Most people are flattered, but it’s a good idea
to get their agreement.

